
 
 

 

Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines 
Week Beginning: 20th September 2021 

 

English  Writing: The Switch by Antony Horowitz is our focus English text for this half 

term. We will be continuing to look at character descriptions and picking out the 

key features so we can write our own. Year 5 will be drawing and describing 

their own villain; we will then be using the vocabulary we collected last week.  

Reading: During our reading sessions, we will be looking at a chapter from 

Cosmic.  

 

Spelling + 

Word of 

the Week 

This week, we will be sending home our first spelling list ready for the spelling 

test on Tuesday 28th September. This week our focus is ‘ough’ words.   

Words of the Week: We will have two words each week which we will introduce 

to the children in class to boost their vocabulary.   

 

Single chilli: crumple     Double chilli: rejoice   

Maths This week, we will be focusing on sequencing numbers as well as adding in powers 

of 10.  Towards the end of the week, we will be starting to look at negative 

numbers. 

Science 

 

 

Last week, we looked at the size and order of the planets by comparing them to 

fruit. This week, we will extend our knowledge by delving deeper into the Solar 

System and studying the orbit of the planets in relation to the Sun.  

Foundation 

Subjects 

 

 

History: This week, we will be mapping the differences between ancient and 

modern Greece.  

DT: Last week we looked at the difference between sweet and savoury foods. 

Now, we will be altering the baklava recipe to remove the nuts and include some 

of the ingredients we have researched.  

 

Health and 

Fitness 

 

P.E: In dance, we are studying Gumboot dancing. We will be starting to create 

our own dances in groups and performing them to the class.   

Games: Our next lesson on cricket will focus on fielding. We will be using our 

throwing and catching techniques from the last 2 sessions to ensure we can pass 

to a player from a far distance.  

 

Reminders 

 

 

 In Year 5, all children now require a blue handwriting pen to use in school. 

It cannot be a biro or a friction pen but there are lots of makes to choose 

from. Handwriting pens are also available to buy from the office for 50p. 

 Sing for Peace Day (Monday 20th Sep): Come and hear us sing in the 

playground - Y4/6 at 3.10pm, Y3/5 at 3.15pm. 

 Please provide a spare pair of outdoor PE shoes to keep in school for when 

the weather is wet and the field muddy. 

 Formal homework will begin on Monday 20th September. 

 Year 5 Curriculum evening: Wednesday 22nd September 6:30pm.  

 


